On the interpretation of (2) Family-based association studies are free of some confounding effects. The alleles not transmitted to association studies in behavioral an affected offpring by parents constitute the control group alleles, thereby avoiding some spurious disorders allele frequency differences based in ethnicity (or other potentially-uncontrolled differences between the experimental and control groups). Additionally, when the triads consist of an affected offspring, an affected parent and an unaffected parent, it may be possible to test whether the preferentially transmitted allele comes from the affected parent, thereby strengthening the hypothesis regarding Recently, Julio Licinio's editorial in Molecular Psyassociation.
15 chiatry 1 raised several questions regarding the (3) It should be remembered that absence of associinterpretation of association studies. This commentary ation of a candidate gene to a common and comoffers some guidelines for interpreting association plex disorder in an outbred population does not studies. By way of review, association studies are conindicate that this candidate gene is not involved in ducted to determine whether a given DNA variant (or the disorder. For a common and complex disorder, set of variants) increases risk for a particular phenomit must be expected that, at a true candidate gene, enon. Often these are case-control studies in which multiple variants may predispose to a disorder. allele frequencies in an experimental group (with the This will render detection of association at any one phenomenon) are compared with allele frequencies in variant difficult, due to power considerations. a control group (without the phenomenon). Occasion-(4) Power to detect an association is something that is ally, association studies make use of the alleles of the often not stated in published association studies. parents to create a set of 'control' alleles. 2 This should always be described, as it provides the Several points may help the interested reader keep interested reader with some estimate of the strength this rapidly growing field in perspective: of the findings. In an association study, power is a function of the effect size of the DNA variant under (1) The DNA variants under study should confer some study and the proportion of affecteds who have disfunctional differences to a candidate gene. This ease due (in part) to that DNA variant. Several papshould not be interpreted to mean that only exonic ers have addressed this issue. [16] [17] [18] [19] sequence differences resulting in amino acid (5) Association studies must be done on a large scale changes are of value. The VNTR in the insulin gene (hundreds of participants) because the postulated promotor region is a currently interesting case. The effect sizes are small. It is recommended that such shorter forms of this VNTR have been reported to studies employ a narrow definition of the phenobe a risk factor for insulin-dependent diabetes meltype, as this may represent a more homogeneous litus (IDDM), while the longer forms exert a protecdisorder. tive effect. [3] [4] [5] It has been shown that the short forms (6) Statistical guidelines for association studies have of the VNTR reduce pancreatic expression of insubeen discussed in several recent reviews. 13, 14, [19] [20] [21] lin. [6] [7] [8] The longer forms determine expression of They need not be reiterated here, but several points insulin in the thymus, with resultant antigenic tolare useful to remember: erance.
9,10 If the DNA variants under study do not confer functional difference in the gene, then the (a) Regardless of the statistical strength of any variants should be demonstrated to be in strong initial report, validity can only emerge on the linkage disequilibrium with functionally signifibasis of consistent confirmation by indecant variants in the population under study. In an pendent investigators studying separate outbred population, for a common and complex groups of subjects. disorder, the distance over which linkage disequi-(b) At least one positive report must be a familylibrium is detectable probably does not exceed based association study, employing triads. ෂ25 kb. 11, 12 This recommendation is not new. 13, 14 If (c) Negative reports in different racial/ethnic followed, this recommendation should help avoid groups must be viewed with caution, because a plethora of association studies with anonymous they do not reflect a true confirmation microsatellite repeats which are distant (in terms of attempt. linkage disequilibrium) from candidate genes. The recommendation of avoiding anonymous microsatAssociation studies offer great promise to detect loci In defense of genetic association the value of association studies from the epidemiological/clinical perspective. The second studies relates to inter-investigator differences. Both are addressed below. In order to understand the relevance of association studies, it is necessary to trace their rationale. They are based on a phenomenon known as 'linkage disequilibrium' (LD), the non-random association of alleles (variants) at loci which are physically close. A disease mutation initially resides on a single chromosome. If A recent editorial in this journal raises two sets of important questions about association studies present in a founder of a population, the disequilib-rium between the mutation and alleles at neighboring ation need not be necessary or sufficient for pathogenesis. 9 The chances of detecting the association are loci may be maintained in successive generations. The shared genomic segments are useful for the localization further reduced if the allele conferring susceptibility is relatively common among unaffected individuals.
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of the disease gene, if informative flanking markers are available. Comparison between affected and unaffected Even so, investigative nihilism is not warranted. The associations between insulin-dependent diabetes melmembers of the population using polymorphisms of such markers can help identify an association. A statlitus (IDDM) and HLA Class II genes, as well as the recently detected association between Alzheimer disistically significant association implies that the marker locus is the disease gene or that it is physically very ease and apo ⑀4 are good examples of replicable findings which have spurred investigations into the pathoclose to it.
The decay of linkage disequilibrium in succeeding physiology of such complex diseases. Viewed against this background, it is easy to argue generations is governed by the recombination frequency (ie, the frequency of crossovers between the relin favor of association studies. With regard to specific questions posed by the editorial, a statistically signifievant loci during meiosis) and the number of generations since the introduction of the mutation into the cant association may indeed bring us closer to the cause of the disease, if artefacts are ruled out. The magpopulation. 1 Therefore, LD studies are most productive among genetically isolated populations with a wellnitude of the 'P' value is influenced by the sample size and the frequency of the associated allele among the documented history. The shared segment is likely to extend over a greater genetic distance in recently controls. Hence it is not very useful for localization of the susceptibility gene per se. The odds ratio (OR) is a founded populations, thus increasing the chance of detecting an association. For example, the shared segmore instructive index. The magnitude of OR at neighboring loci may be useful to map the disease ment of the genome extended over 10 cM in a Mennonite kindred established less than 12 generations ago. 2 gene. 11 More sensitive and comprehensive means of localization are being investigated. 12 These analyses LD may be evident even in populations established more remotely. Thus, the shared segments extended may in turn contribute to the diagnostic usefulness of the findings. Finally, like non-genetic epidemiological over comparatively large genetic distances (over 1 cM) in a Finnish sample established over 2000 years ago. geneticists have increasingly turned to case-control association studies in outbred populations. Such studThe second set of questions posed by the editorialthe differences in findings between investigators-plaies involve unrelated individuals and are similar to epidemiological studies using the case-control design.
gues other avenues of research into multi-factorial diseases. There, as in genetic research involving such Compared with linkage studies, they are relatively easy to conduct. Moreover, the possibility of detecting a discomplex disorders, inconsistencies are not unexpected. Some may be related to ethnic differences. For ease gene is tantalizing. However, the likelihood of detecting biologically meaningful associations is example, the association between alleles of the HLA DQB1 gene has been replicated widely among Caucadiminished in populations established relatively early, due to the decay in the disequilibrium discussed sian populations, but is undetectable among the Japanese. 14 Others may be due to inter-site differences above. At the same time, this phenomenon contributes to the high sensitivity of association studies. Indeed, in the prevalence of environmental etiological agents which interact with a genetic factor to increase suscepthe association strategy has been used to identify the mutations causing cystic fibrosis and Huntington distibility. 15 More prosaic factors, such as differences in sample sizes and ascertainment strategies may also ease.
The likelihood of non-significant findings is also obscure genuine associations. In addition, other causes for spurious associations have been outlined above. In increased due to the large number of available genetic markers. 4, 5 Complications are also introduced if admixview of these hurdles, reasonable conclusions may have to await synthesis of results from both significant ture between two populations with differing gene frequencies has occurred in earlier generations. This can and non-significant association studies. Indeed, the availability of several studies may be a pre-requisite for yield associations between loci not in linkage disequilibrium. Another reason for such 'spurious' associjudging the biological relevance of a putative association. ations is assortative mating. 6 To circumvent these artefacts, family-based association studies are used Rather than obscuring genuine associations, non-significant results from well-designed studies may highincreasingly. Here, the pair of alleles transmitted to the proband from his/her parents constitute a 'case' and light causes of artefactual associations. Nevertheless, one non-significant result need not bar further studies the untransmitted alleles are the 'controls'. 7, 8 LD studies may be relevant for genetic studies of if there is a high index of suspicion with regard to the locus under investigation. From an editorial perspecpolygenic/multifactorial diseases, because they make no assumptions about the mode of inheritance. The etitive the plethora of non-significant association studies must be perplexing. While it bears repetition to say that ological complexity admittedly diminishes the chances of detecting an association. Indeed, even a 'true' associnegative studies are as important as studies with sig- analogous to studying genes involved in the mechanism of action of aspirin in osteoarthritis patients with the aim of identifying genes causing osteoarthritis, since aspirin ameliorates the symptoms. The primary genetic abnormality may be many genes 'upstream' from those where we see biochemical effects. The most expedient methods for identification of genes A few examples exist of success using association to for susceptibility to complex traits are currently find genes for complex diseases. APOE and sporadic unclear. Linkage analysis has limited power to detect Alzheimer's disease was a primary chance finding with loci of modest relative risk. As the editor pointed out limited biological guidance, and in IDDM there was recently, 1 case-control association studies investigating already prior linkage to the insulin gene which was the polymorphisms of candidate genes in various disorders logical candidate for IDDM. One must balance a handhave produced a plethora of positive and negative finful of replicated findings in complex traits with hundings with few consistent replications. Attempts to dreds of initially positive results, which are not subconfine studies to 'functional' polymorphisms are consequently replicated. founded by the sensitivity of molecular pharmacologi-I suggest three main reasons for non-replication: cal techniques and the problems of transferring findings from cultured cells to whole organisms.
Despite decades of research into the causes of com-(a) The low prior probability that any given gene is responsible for a complex trait. Crowe 2 demonplex diseases such as schizophrenia, little is known about the true pathophysiology of complex disorders. strated the consequences of multiple testing. He argued that if there are five vulnerability genes for Thus at this stage we cannot exclude any gene a priori as having a role in any complex trait. For example, the a brain disorder, and a potential 20 000 candidate genes, then using P Ͻ 0.05 as the threshold for would result in unreplicable positive results from different samples. declaring a significant association produces a false positive rate of 99.5%. Even with a more stringent I make the following suggestions to the editors and criterion of P Ͻ 0.001, 80% of the positive associreviewers of Molecular Psychiatry, Psychiatric Genations would be false. It is now clear that the cometics, and Neuropsychiatric Genetics: monest polymorphisms are single nucleotide polymorphisms and it is estimated that one occurs (i) Refuse to accept any more case-control genetic approximately every 1 kb. If there are 100 000 association studies of complex traits. genes in the genome, with an average gene size (ii) Only accept studies using the haplotype relative say of 2 kb, and any gene cannot be excluded a risk approach with a relatively large number of priori, then there are potentially 200 000 associtrios-this will reduce, but not eliminate, type I ation studies which could be carried out for each and II errors. complex disorder. Because of these problems of (iii) If a positive finding occurs then this should be low prior probability and multiple testing, replicated in a separate sample of similar size P Ͻ 10 −8 has recently been suggested as a reasonprior to publication, and power analysis should ble cut-off for disequilibrium mapping. (iv) The creation of a web submission form which nized that population stratification can confound researchers can use to publish negative genetic association. An example of ethnic differences is association studies to be submitted to dedicated the variation of the allele frequency of the 7-allele electronic volumes of journals. of DRD4 48-bp repeat from 0.00 to 0.78 in diverse ethnic groups. 4 Such variation may easily confound case-control studies in mixed populations References making it difficult to accurately match cases and controls. Ascertainment of appropriate controls for psychiatric diseases is also problematic reasons for participation as a control subject may 74-77. in fact result in the discovery of genes for altruism, co-operation and poverty in the control group. 
Association studies in psychiatry:
using case-control design. (Family-based association tests are also available but have not been used as a season of discontent extensively.) Linkage and association analyses utilize both random (or arbitrary) marker loci and polymorphisms associated with candidate genes (genes with neurobiological function thought to be involved in etiology). The candidate gene approach is predominant in association studies, however. Linkage analysis remains the strategy of choice for detecting genes of relatively large effect. Association studies are usually The quest for genes that underlie psychopathology and other behavioral traits has been governed by two strageared to uncover modest genetic influences. Two genetic mechanisms have been invoked to tegies: linkage analysis and association studies. Linkage analysis examines cosegregation of marker and disexplain disease-marker associations: linkage disequilibrium and pure association. Linkage disequilibrium ease in families. Traditional association studies test for stems from a mutation at a marker locus sufficiently far from compelling.) Similar arguments were advanced by Kidd 3 who underscored the merit of strinclose to the disease locus that allele frequencies at the two loci have not reached equilibrium in the popugent P levels. Carey 4 threw into the equation additional parameters such as the prevalence of the disorder, canlation. In pure association the marker allele itself is involved in disease risk but is neither necessary nor didate gene frequencies, the penetrance (or relative risk) of the risk genotype (the genotype at the candidate sufficient for disease expression, ie, it merely increases disease susceptibility. In both models the observed dislocus), the prior probability that a candidate gene will have an effect, and the sample size. He concurs that ease-marker association is generally weak. But in the linkage disequilibrium model the weakness of the the traditional P levels are too liberal for association studies. In fact, even stringent P values in studies association is traceable to the mechanism of the disequilibrium phenomenon (the impact of the disease involving hundreds (and even thousands) of individuals may lead to unacceptably high false positive rates. allele at the linked locus can be substantial), whereas the weakness of the association in the pure association Moreover, in some areas of the parameter space, even the requirement of one or more independent replimodel stems from the association itself.
Association studies have become increasingly popucations of the original results gives false positive rates exceeding 80% or 90%. Of course, much depends on lar in recent years, nearly eclipsing linkage mapping strategies. There are several reasons for this phenomthe statistical assumptions and parameter values and these may have to change from one statistical test to enon. First, disaffection with linkage analysis as a means to detect multiple genes, especially those of another. The prior odds against a true positive finding are compounded by artifacts arising from multiple test modest effect. (A polygenic-multifactorial model is a leading hypothesis for most psychiatric syndromes.) effects (testing multiple markers) and population stratification (or admixture) due to ethnic variation. Ethnic Second, association studies (especially when large samples are involved) are considered more robust than composition can generate dramatic population differences in marker allele frequencies. This, in turn, can linkage analysis to genotypic and phenotypic uncertainties such as unknown mode of inheritance, etiollead to spurious disease-allele associations. A case in point is the purported association between the D2 ogic heterogeneity, and diagnostic misclassifications. Third, association studies are easy to perform. Unlike dopamine receptor A1 allele and alcoholism, 5 which has led to numerous attempts at replication and widely linkage tests, which require complex statistics and involved and costly procedures for ascertainment of publicized controversy. 6, 7 Given the complexity of the issues involved, it may families, association can be tested in population samples which can be readily assembled using comnot be possible to propose a surefire test for the validity and biological significance of a particular finding. But paratively limited resources, and analyzed with simple statistical paradigms. In spite of these potential advanconfidence building measures can be offered. tages there is a bewildering array of seemingly positive results interlaced with numerous failed replications.
(1) Consistent replication is the best evidence for a true association. A stringent statistical significance is a Three interrelated questions must be considered: (1) How likely are the claimed associations to be real potential safeguard against false positives, but to avert false negatives more liberal P values should (true positive)? (2) If spurious (false positive), what can be done to weed them out? (3) What is the meannot be dismissed outright unless they fail to replicate. 4 It should be well to recall, however, that ing and significance of true positive associations?
Because the biological substrate of psychiatric dissome disease-marker associations (the ABO blood groups is a notable example) have been confirmed orders is unknown, all genes expressed in human brain are potential candidates. There are tens of thousands by multiple studies, yet without clear insight into the underlying biological underpinnings such of such genes in addition to the vast number of genes that control the development and differentiation of associations remain somewhat controversial. (2) The proneness of association results to statistical brain genetic architecture. 1 Thus, the prior odds against plucking out the 'right' candidate gene in a artifacts should refocus attempts at properly defining cases and controls. For example, selecting given experiment are substantial. Crowe 2 calculated the percentage of positive findings that will be false patients with high familial loading (as opposed to a random sample) might reduce heterogeneity and positive as a function of significance levels (P), assuming 20 000 potential candidate loci and five vuldiminish prospects of a false negative. Identification of a credible biological covariate nerability genes for a particular disease. He determined that even a stringent P level of 0.001 would yield a would probably be the optimal measure for refining the disease phenotype. Controls should be careprohibitive 80% false positive rate. (The false positive rates for P levels of 0.05 and 0.01 would be much fully screened to ensure that they (and, if possible, their relatives) are free of the disease under study. higher: 99.5% and 98%, respectively.) The P level required for 5% false positive rate is 0.00001; such P Additionally, they must come from an appropriate ethnic group, which has the same marker allele frevalues are rarely encountered in association studies and even at that level the false positive rate is not comquency as the population from which the patients originate. Simply stating that a case-control match forting. (Recall that in linkage analysis a lod score of 3, which corresponds to a similar false positive rate, is has been attained does not inspire confidence in the absence of an independent confirmation of proposed that family-based association tests of the kind mentioned earlier 9 should have sufficient statmarker allele frequencies. Even then a supposed match may be accidental, especially when marker istical power for genes of modest effect, given a sample size of about 1000 and high frequency of allele frequencies vary widely in the population and the sample being studied is small and unreprethe disease allele. Note, however, that the genomewide P level, which to begin with is far more strinsentative. (3) Very large samples may be required to detect weak gent than the P values derived by Crowe 2 and Carey, 4 corresponds to a 5% probability of false signals (most disease-marker associations are rather weak) and to ensure that they truly represent the positives, a rate too high for comfort. Also, the actual frequencies of single clonal mutations may population from which they originate. Individual studies may not be able to generate such samples be too low to attain the statistical power desired by the authors. With further advances in molecular and combining studies in a meta-analysis may be required. However, meta-analyses are prone to and computational methods, and with data pooling to obtain sizeable samples, this task may be less biases resulting from selective reporting of positive results, differing ascertainment and diagnostic cridaunting than it seems at present. (7) Ultimately, the biological significance of diseaseteria, and population stratification of allele frequencies. The first source of bias can be partially marker associations must be proved in direct ways, rather than surmized from genetic-epidemiological alleviated by excluding first reports of positive associations and focusing the meta-analysis on subdata. For example, the mutation itself could be identified by DNA sequencing, or its presence sequent, independent samples. The other issues are more difficult to tackle unless research protocols implied by methods such as single-stranded conformational polymorphism analysis or denaturing are strictly standardized across studies prior to data collection, and quality control is adhered to gradient gel electrophoresis. Finding a correlate with physiological significance (a biochemical throughout. (4) The question of controls can be circumvented by measurement, say) that could be tied to pathogenesis would also support a biologically meaningful family-based association studies, which can rule out population stratification as a cause of spurious association. disease-marker associations. 8, 9 The family-based test compares transmitted vs untransmitted alleles
In conclusion, association studies can be useful for within a family to determine if the marker allele is detecting genes of modest effect, but the potential for associated with the disease more often than false positive results can be quite strong. Careful expected by chance alone. Thus, the family unit design, rigorous analyses and cautious interpretation serves as its own control, a significant advantage of results are indispensable. Even if this method proves over population-based studies.
successful, the practical implications of identifying (5) Association studies can point to a genetic influence numerous minor genes (as opposed to genes with large but they cannot illuminate the biological mecheffects) are not quite clear. anism underlying the association. For example, a major disease gene at another locus (separate from, and in disequilibrium with, the associated marker
